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Abstract 
A summary 1s presented of typical gas-phase photoemission studies based on synchrotron 

radiation in the 50-5000 eV range, using beam lines at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 
Laboratory. Three topics are addressed: atomic Inner-shell photoelectron cross sections 
and asymmetries, correlation peaks in rare gases, and core-level shape resonances in 
molecules. Photoelectron cross-section o(rU) and asymmetry-parameter e(nSL) studies in 
mercury vapor at photon energies up to 270 eV (up to 600 eV for Baf) extend coverage of 
these parameters to n<_5 and i<3. Comparison with Dirac-Slater and relativistlc random-
phase approximation calculations reveals systematic discrepancies. For example, distinct 
Cooper minima in i(nl) are observed but not predicted, while predicted j(n') values are 
typically too high. Correlation satellites have been studied for the K shells of helium 
(hv - 68-90 eV), neon (hv • 870-960 eV) and argon (hv - 3200-3320 eV). In helium the n-2 
satellite peak was shown to have mainly 2p character at threshold, and Its asymmetry was 
measured through the autolonlzing resonance region. Tentative evidence was obtained that 
the neon satellites are less intense near threshold than in the high-energy limit, and 
that their intensities stay constant or decrease with increasing energy near threshold. 
A new satellite was observed in argon at 24.6 eV which appears to increase in intensity 
with energy. Molecular core-level shape resonances were observed for the first time by 
photoemission, yielding o(hv) and s(hv) for care levels from 180 eV binding energy (S 2p 
in SF 6 and OCS) through C Is 1n CO, C0 2 and CF«, N Is in N ? and NO, and Q Is in CO and CO; to 2490 eV (S Is in S F B ) . Several conclusions can be drawn about the photoelectron 
and Auger cross sections and asymmetry parameters. 

Introduction 
The field of gas-phase photoemission has expanded significantly with the use of high 

photon energies available with synchrotron radiation. Many interesting single-electron 
and multi-electron effects in atoms and molecules can be studied in this energy range. 
Centrifugal-barrier effects and Cooper minima in atoms and K-shell and L-shell shape 
resonances in small molecules are examples of one-electron effects that have been seen. 
Electron-correlation effects reveal themselves as correlation satellites 1n atomic inne«--
shell spectra, and energy-dependent measurements of their intensities yield valuable 
information about the dynamics of electron-electron interactions. 

The experimental results presented here exhibit these effects as variations 1n the 
photionlzatlon cross sections o(hv) and photoelectron angular-distribution asymmetry 
parameters B(hv) of atomic and molecular subshells as a function of the photon energy hv. 
These two parameters are related by 

ijL^d . sl^l d • »(hv)Pz(cos 9)1 , (l) 

where d„(hv)/dft is the differential cross section, s is the angle between the photo
electron propagation direction and the polarization vector of the Ionizing radiation, and 
P 2(cose) is the second Legendre polynomial. Equation (1) 1s valid for linearly polarized 
radiation, a randomly oriented sample, and when electric-dlpole transitions are dominant. 
Our measurements satisfy all of these requirements. Intensities of photoelectron peaks 
at e • 54.7*, where P2(cos s) vanishes, suffice to determine relative partial cross 
sections. Simultaneous measurement at one additional angle (in this case 0") determines 
the asymmetry parameters a well. The explicit dependence of the cross sections and 
asymmetry parameters on the photon energy is Included in Eq. (1), but will be omitted 
throughout the remainder of this paper. 

Ue will start with a discussion of photolonlzation in Hg to illustrate some single-
electron effects 1n the 4f, 5d and b'p subshells. These results extend atomic measure
ments of cross sections and asymmetry parameters to subshells with n<5 and l<3. In the 
rare ga.es, He, Ne and Ar, we have studied K-shell satellite behavio? as a function of 
photon energy to elucidate electron correlation. Finally, we present the first molecular 
K-shell shape-resonance effects measured for photoelectron asymmetry parameters. 
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Results and discussion 
Mercury is the heaviest stable element with closed electronic subshells, and is of 

interest because both correlation and relativistic effects are important in Hg. The rel
ative cross sections, subshell branching ratios, And angular-distribution asymmetry para
meters were measured for the 4f, 5p, and 5d subshells from 50 to 270 eV photon energy (up 
to 600 eV for the 4f asymmetry parameter). Several theoretical studies have been per
formed on Hg. Among them are the Dirac-Slater (OS) calculation of Tambe and Hanson 1 and 
the relativistic random-phase approximation (RRPA) calculation by Radojevic and Johnson 2 

which include predictions of each of the measured parameters for the three subshells. 
Figure 1 shows the 5d cross-section data with earlier absorption measurements^, 4 and 

the OS 1 and RRPA 2- 5 curves. Our data were scaled to the absorption results at 70 eV. 
Both the data and the calculated results show i 100-fold decrease from 50 eV to the 
Cooper minimum near 190 eV. Neither of the theoretical curves reproduce the minimum seen 
in the measured data. The 5d asymmetry parameter in Fig. 2 shows pronounced oscillations 
due to the shape resonance near threshold and the Cooper minimum. 

The behavior of the 4f subshell 1s determined mainly by the "delayed onset" in the 
4f * eg channel. Neither the RRPA nor the DS calculations agree well with our 4f cross-
section results. The 4f asymmetry parameter is shown in Figure 3. While having the same 
general features, none of the theoretical curves quantitatively reproduce the data. Near 
380 eV, B4f shows a sudden increase that is probably caused by coupling with the 4d 
photoionlzation channels. 

In the 5p3j£ and 5pi/2 subshells, Cooper minima were observed near 1B0 eV (5P3/2) and 
190 ev (5pi/2). The branching ratio, «3/2:ol/2, showed a large deviation from the stat
istical value of 2 due to a kinetic-energy effect and the 18.5 eV spin-orbit splitting. 

The experiments on Hg illustrate some interesting single-electron effects in atomic 
photolonizatlon, but do not provide any insight into multi-electron processes that can 
occur via electron correlation. To learn more about multi-electron effects, we undertook 
a study of the photolonizatlon of He beacause it provides the simplest example of elec
tron correlation 1n atomic physics. Because correlation cannot occur in the hydrogen
like final state, theoretical studies of Initial-state and continuum-state correlation 
effects are easier to interpret for the photoionizatlon process. 

We have studied the photolonizatlon processes which leave the He* ion in the Is, 2s 
or 2p final states. The 2s and 2p states are effectively degenerate in a photoemission 
experiment and thus are referred to under the encompassing term n-2. The n-2 states are 
produced entirely by electron correlation in the initial and continuum states (i.e they 
are correlation satellites of the Is main line). Attempts to explain any results per
taining to the n-2 satellite must ex;;icitly treat electron correlation in an accurate 
and consistent manner. For this reason, helium is an Important system for testing 
theoretical approaches to the phenomenon of electron correlation. 

Above 65.4 eV photon energy, photoelectrons corresponding to the n-2 final states are 
produced. By measuring the angular-distribution asymmetry parameter B n-2 o f these photo-
electrons, we can estimate the relative probabilities of producing He* 2p and He4* 2s as a 
function of energy because Bn«2 * s a weighted average of B2p a n a B2s« Figure 4 shows the 
present results, several other measurements,6-8 and two calculations for 8 n « 2 - 6 , 9 Also 
shown is the B expected for He + 2p photoelectrons alone.6,9 The asymmetry parameter for 
He* 2s is always two. The data indicate a predominance of the 2p final state near thres
hold that decreases with increasing energy. We also see that the two theoretical predic
tions differ significantly in the region near threshold. This discrepancy can be 
accounted for because the calculations treat electron correlation differently, and the 
threshold behavior of fln»2 1 s sensitive to these differences. 

In the energy region below the He* n-3 threshold, a series of Rydberg levels can be 
excited which autoionize to the Is and n-2 final states. The autoionization phenomenon 
manifests itself as asymmetric profiles 1n the energy dependence of the partial cross 
sections and the asymmetry parameters. The effects on the n.2 states are shown in Figs. 
5 and 6, where we see pronounced effects over the whole series of resonances. Results 
such as these provide further Information on electron correlation, especially concerning 
how the satellite states Interact with the resonance states. In favorable cases (He is 
one), individual dipole matrix elements can be derived from the data shown here and 
similar measurements for the He* Is channel. 
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Thi other rare gases also are studied often to learn more about multi-electron (sat

ellite) behavior. Me report here the first photoelectron spectra taken near the Is 
thresholds of Ne and Ar. New Information was obtained about how satellites behave at low 
kinetic energies. Our results can be considered in terms of the relative energy para
meter, c/En, introduced by Huilleumler and Krause, 1 0 where c Is the satellite photo-
electron kinetic energy, and En, is the excitation energy, i.e. the binding energy sepa
ration of the satellite and the main line. The results of shake theory show that the 
satellite branching ratios to the main line should be constant at high values of c/En. 
These experiments measured satellite branching ratios in the low and intermediate regions 
of c/Eo where shake theory does not apply. 

Fig. 7 shows the branching ratios of the 3pi and the unresolved 3py and 4p L X-shell satellite states of Ne. In this measurement c/Eo varies fron 0.1 to 1.4. For these 
small values of e/En> the results tentatively suggest that the 3pj_ relative intensity 
1s decreasing as the energy increases, while the combined 3py and 4p^ relative Intensity 
remains constant. Comparing these intensities near threshold to Gelius 1 measurement with 
Al Ko x-raysll Implies that these satellite branching ratios Increase In the intermediate 
region of c/En. The relative Intensity of the 3PL satellite close to threshold Is about 
2.3(2)1, and falls 25% below the value at 1487 el, whereas the sum of the 3py and 4p L satellites is 3.2(2)$ near threshold, 40! smaller than in Gelius' spectrum. Finally, 
though the many-body perturbation-theory calculation of Ishihara et al.12 predicts the 
2p •* 3s satellite to have a relative intensity of 5* near threshold, we did not observe 
it. At 25 eV kinetic energy, for example, we estimate that the 2p * 3s Intensity must be 
less than 0.7% of the main line. 

The first photoelectron measurements in the region of the Ar Is main line indicate 
the presence of a satellite at 24.6 eV excitation energy with a relative intensity of 
6.0(5)*. Our measurement confirms the energy, 24.4 eV, and approximate intensity, 6.2%, 
predicted by DyalU3 for the [ls3p]4p(1S)'Si/2 state, where the brackets define the hole 
configuration. Dyall's calculation also suggests that there is a small contribution, 
0.9% relative to the Is main line, from other states which could not be resolved in our 
experiment. F1g. 8 displays the satellite relative intensity with C/EQ varying from 1.0 
to 3.6. The relative intensity of the 4p satellite seems to increase with energy in this 
Intermediate range of c/En-

As well as the atomic studies discussed above, we have been studying molecular core-
level shape-resonance effects. Shape resonances have been observed previously in photo-
absorption and electron-impact measurements.14-17 ue report here the first observation 
of core-level shape resonances in photoemisslon, yielding partial cross sections ana 
asymmetry parameters for Auger and photoelectrons from the C Is, N Is, 0 Is, S 2p and 
S Is subshells of several molecules. 

The atonrrc-like C K-shell excitations in COj, CO, and CFa clearly demonstrate the 
effect of discrete transitions and shape resonances on the asymmetry parameters for C Is 
photoelectrons and C(KVV) Auger electrons. Figure 9 shows o and a for the C Is photo-
electrons 1n C02- The discrete transition at 290 eV is due to the C Is • i* resonance. 
The shape resonance is a 20 eV broad minimum in a and 1s located at 312 eV in the cross 
section. The effect has been attributed to the £-2,3 channels 1n the C Is *• o* 
transition.! 8 

For CO, similar effects are observed 1n the C Is a and 6, though not as pronounced as 
In CO?. Figure 10 shows the C(KVV) Auger cross section and asymmetry parameter for CO. 
A discrete »* resonance appears below threshold as seen in the C(XVV) o at 287.3 eV. The 
asymmetry parameter for an Auger transition can be described as 

M ( h » ) - » m ( M A (2) 
where B m(hv) Is an orientation parameter and A Is a constant factor dependent on the dynamics of the Auger-decay process. Dill et a l . 1 9 have calculated B m(hv) using the multiple-scattering method (MSM) and find that ero(hu) for a a * •* transition should have a 
value of -1. We observe a near zero at 287.3 eV. One explanation for this behavior is 
that the Aj factors for the various Auger transitions of fractional strength fj could 
have values that average BA(hv) to zero, according to 

B A(hv) . j m(hv) I Ajfj(hv) (-1/2 £ Aj < 1) (3) 
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Thfs near-zero cancellation of asymmetries at the discrete •* resonance and the continuum 
o* resonance Is difficult to accept. An alternate explanation Is the "spectator" model, 
in which the excited electron retains the total orlentlatlon of the system In the i* 
orbital, while the subsequent Auger decay shows only an Isotropic distribution, as re
quired by angular-momentum conservation. In general, the shape resonances have little or 
no effect In the continuum region on a A(hv} in all the Molecules studied. 

Ue have studied other shape resonances 1n a series of molecules and core-level sub-
shells. Effects in the o and I for CF4 C(KVV) Auger and C Is photoeJectrons have been 
observed and are similar to those seen in CO and COg. The widths of the minimum in the 
C Is i and the contrast ratio in the C Is o follow the ordering CCUCF^COj. The partial 
cross sections for the O(KVV) and the 0 Is peaks of CO and CO? show the 0 Is shape res
onance. The N Is subshell In 1*2 and NO have been investigated for shape-resonance 
effects to extend these systematic studies to the N K-edge. 

More recently we have undertaken a thorough investigation of the dramatic shape-
resonance effects in SFg. Our Auger and S 2p cross-section results confirm the presence 
of a discrete S 2p * 6ai g transition at 171 eV and two continuum shape resonances |t 2 q. 
e„) at about 5 and 15 eV above threshold, respectively.20 The S Zp s shows a strong 
minimum at the e„ shape resonance. In the S is subshell, the discrete S Is » lit 1 u res
onance was observed along with several very interesting smaller features 1n the S Is 
continuum that also were seen in the photoabsorption spectrum.21 Some of the continuum 
features are yet to be fully explained, although they may be associated with multiple 
excitations and shape-resonance effects.20,22,23 
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